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Today was a very bad day because it was the worst day ever.

angry
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BE
BRAVE

myro was daydreaming
in school and he had to

do more homework,
but he ignored it and
decided to play some

Free Fire.
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myro!!!



FREEFREEFREE
FIREFIREFIRE

   

BUT WHEN HE WAS PLAYING FREE FIRE THE BADDEST THING HAPPENED? 
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MYRO GOT STUCK IN FREE FIRE!!

NOOOOO!!!

CHILLCHILL
ANDAND
PLAYPLAY
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Myro woke up with a big big super big shock.
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He did not
notice that he

was in Free
Fire until???
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A monster appeared out of nowhere! 
She was named Tictok and she was a very very very, super duper, bad

guy because she was going to destroy everything in her path. And
Staco will be back to the battle soon, maybe even TODAAY!!!
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All of a sudden myro realised he was stuck in the game
and that he was actually....
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Mojo, yes man!!!
M
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myro noticed that if he was Mojo he'd go to his room and say a weird
thing like "ok I am going to get ready for a battle, if there is one'  
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BOOOOOOOOOOM
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Ok this is bad. myro did not
want this to happen. He
decided he was going to

see what that was.
 

It was Tictok, he's back!

i'm
back

oh,come on
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"Hi everyone I'm Tictok
and you all must know
me from last time, now
back to the point, I will

destroy and eat
everything in my

path."
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Tictok is a big one to
destroy, but the fight
did not go as planned.
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myro was punched so
super hard that he was

flying in the sky.
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But finally myro had
looked at what

tictok weaknesses
were which could be

very hard to get.

goody
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The weakness
for tictok is
batteries 
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miro noticed
that he

needed a
screwdriver
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miro did all he could. It was hard to
do but he won the battle with a big

BOOOOOOOOOOOOM
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After the battle miro/Mojo was prouder than ever and tictok
was never ever seen again. 

When miro went to galer he had seen the best thing of his life?
HIMSELF!!!
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Go on an epic blast with
miro and tictok right now

and see the best book
that is right here right

now today. 

you're going
down

See how they will win
the battle and make a
victory for the best of

the best.


